
 

 

 

Notable deaths from acute drug use include Judy Garland, Peaches Geldof, Philip 

Seymour Hoffman, Michael Jackson, Heath Ledger, Marilyn Monroe, Jim 

Morrison, Prince and Ike Turner 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



MACIEK 

I used to be a pothead [a person who smokes marijuana, especially habitually] for 14years. BIGGEST waste of my 

life, I'm so disgusted with all the low life potheads that have to come out in hordes every time that an article or 

video is published showing the real side of weed. You people are the same people I listened to when I was in my 

early teens. I've done 10X more with my life in the past 6 years since quiting than I did in the 14 years I was using 

but nobody ever tells you that. Misery loves company. The only way weed is good is for those people who can 

smoke it once or twice a month and never let it escalate into an everyday habit. 

 

 

Thoughtsofmind 

I can relate to this video in many ways because I believe my husband is dependent/addicted/abusing MJ. At first it 

was recreational and than it spung out of control. I realized it became a problem when he ran out of MJ he 

became somebody else. He became a "monster"..... Angry, frustrated, verbally abusive, suicidal..do I need to go 

on? I think there are many people who can use MJ recreationally and continue to live, love and be a part of society 

but there are others that have a chemical imbalance who react differently and lose control. 

 

davidraynes  Shamus • 7 months ago 

Legalisation is just not going to happen in the UK Shamus. 

As for your bizarre claim that cannabis causes no mental illness at all I suggest you improve your 

Googling skills in Google Scholar. There is so much research about cannabis and bad effects on the brain 

that it beggars belief that you should write what you write. 

I suggest you are closing your eyes to the obvious. Even the most active legalisation lobbyists in the Uk 

(Peter Reynolds struggling on this page is one) no longer claim that cannabis is entirely safe. The debate 

has moved on, the question now is what to do about it. The other question is are the teratogenic effects 

as serious as the warnings on Sativex indicate they may be? 

Yes we COULD legalise and normalise consumption. That would doubtless increase use, increase total 

harm, increase dependency and increase health damage & hospital admissions Or, we could accept that 

our present mechanism where cannabis is slowly becoming less popular, is working better than most 

countries. 

A containment policy would doubtless work better, if the big money (Soros) and the pot users (Like 

Reynolds) stopped pushing the idea that legalisation/normalisation of this damaging substance is a 

sensible policy. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/thoughtsofmind
https://www.youtube.com/user/thoughtsofmind
https://disqus.com/by/davidraynes/
https://health.spectator.co.uk/cannabis-is-more-potent-more-addictive-than-ever-why-are-politicians-failing-to-act/#comment-3572930284
https://health.spectator.co.uk/cannabis-is-more-potent-more-addictive-than-ever-why-are-politicians-failing-to-act/#comment-3573052203


 


